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Vision paper
“International security threat perceptions by EU Member States, Middle East
and Russia”
The conference will result in a collection of articles of the conference participants in the printed
edited volume of Vision Paper and their subsequent placement in the E-library.RU (the most
influential scholarly library in Russia based on citation analysis) in the frame of its project - the
Russian Science Citation Index.
We invite paper that examine one or more aspects of the theme from all disciplines and related areas.
We hope the papers will address the topic in a variety of ways and from a range of perspectives.
The collection of articles includes the following units corresponding to the conference panels:
1) Threats to European security: common challenges and differences in the approaches of
Russia, the EU and the countries of the Middle East
2) Regional approaches to ensuring international security: Russia, the EU and the Middle East
3) European security and migration issues
4) Identity policy as a tool of security policy.
SUBMITTION GUIDELINES
1. GENERAL RULES
Articles of full length are to be sent by e-mail to the Conference Committee up to 1st July 2019.
We ask the authors to submit papers those contain results of original research performed as full
articles. The articles have been published before in other journals cannot be submitted and reviewed.
We ask to prepare the texts in accordance with the following editorial requirements:





Text should contain up to 25 000 characters with spaces and footnotes (tables and figures)
and be provided in MicrosoftWord format. Tables are parts of a text and should not be
presented as drawing objects. If drawing objects are needed we ask to submit them in TIFF,
JPEG, ВМР, WMF formats.
Text should be printed by font TimesNewRomanCyr 14 points, standard margins, 1.5 lines
for line spacing.
Pages should be numbered. Tables, drawings and references are numbered in textual order.
Each table should have its own thematic heading.
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Structure of the texts:






The paper should be accompanied by short abstract and key words.
Abstract should specify the aim of the article, research problem, hypotheses and research
methods.
The text should be accompanied by data about the author, correspondence address, telephone
numbers and institutional e-mail address.
Required structure: title of the publication, author (authors), abstract, key words, text,
bibliography.
Author’s name at the beginning of the article, after the title, affiliation of the author in the
lower footnote.

Requirements to references:





Reference to the bibliography cited should be given by a figure in brackets.
If a reference is located in a table or a drawing capture it is numbered according to location
of this material in the text.
Reference to unpublished resources cannot be accepted.
References are placed in the order of citation.
2. TEMPLATE OF A PUBLICATION
TITLE OF THE ARTICLE
The author’s name
Academic affiliation
Date of submission

ABSTRACT
e.g. Abstract: the article focuses on key trends in internationalisation of higher education in the
examples of Aston University and British higher education institutions. The authors state that the
goals that a university sets itself to achieve in regard to its development should be taken into
consideration when determining the internationalisation strategy.
KEY WORDS
e.g. Key words: internationalisation, international cooperation, strategy, academic mobility,
transnational education
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FULL TEXT

BIBLIOGRAPHY
1. Atherton G., Azizan S., Crosling G. The shape of global higher education: understanding the
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DATA ABOUT THE AUTHOR
University
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Email
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